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VidGrab is video capture software which captures images from one or two Windows video sources, such as Webcams and digital cameras,
simultaneously. The images can be saved in JPG, GIF, PNG, BMP or WMF format with the compression adjustable from 0 to virtually 100%
(for JPGs) and simple brightness, contrast, colour-balance, sharpness and x1 - x3 'zoom' contols are provided for each image. Images can be
archived which can be viewed later, and have simple captions added, using a built in archive viewer. VidGrab can be configured to switch to
using an alternative image between preset times or lighting conditions. VidGrab Features: - Simultaneous capture from Webcams and digital
cameras - With an external webcam-analogue converter you can capture video from compatible webcams and digital cameras. - Image
compression - The images can be saved in JPG, GIF, PNG, BMP or WMF format with the compression adjustable from 0 to virtually 100% (for
JPGs) and simple brightness, contrast, colour-balance, sharpness and x1 - x3 'zoom' contols are provided for each image. - Captions - Captions
can be added to the images, and can be easily edited. - Archiving - Captures can be saved for a period of time using preset times or conditions.
Captures can also be stored in an archive folder. - Switching - Captures can be made to switch between pre-set times or conditions or can be
made to switch to the next image when a preset time or condition is reached. - Image quality adjustment - Captures can be made in a range of
resolutions from 320x240 to 1920x1080 - choose from 16:9, 16:10, 4:3 (crop) and 1:1 (ratio) aspect-ratios. Captures can be brightened by up to
+15 levels for the entire image and brightened by up to -5 levels for the smallest detail in the image. - Captures can be made in a wide range of
bit-depth from 8 to 15 bits per pixel - choose from 2, 4 and 8 bits per pixel. Images can be saved in 16-bit per pixel JPEG, 16-bit per pixel GIF,
24-bit per pixel PNG, 8-bit per pixel BMP and WMF. - Can save images as JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP
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VidGrab is video capture software which captures images from one or two Windows video sources, such as Webcams and digital cameras,
simultaneously. VidGrab uses some of the "hidden" memory on your PC, and it's normally locked out, so you will not be able to prevent
VidGrab from modifying it, or you can prevent it from being "triggered" when you want it to take an image. It will also automatically delete any
"left over" images, to keep your PC slim... ...that is, if you don't already have a backup! So, what are the features of VidGrab? - Images are
saved as: JPG GIF PNG BMP WMF - Images are saved in the Photo Gallery of Windows - Images can be saved with customised "capture
settings" - Images can be saved with customised "special effects" - Images can be saved with customised "compression levels" - Images can be
saved with customised "colour-correction levels" - Images can be saved with customised "brightness, contrast, colour-balance, sharpness and x1
to x3 zoom" - Images can be saved with the addition of simple captions - Images can be saved and displayed in image viewers or editors built-in
to VidGrab - Images can be loaded into Windows browsers, and the currently displayed images can be altered (if the browser supports it) Images can be copied, via context menu, to notepad or text files with customised file names - Images can be archived in customised fashion Images can be printed via "direct print" or via "e-print" - Images can be copied to specific folders - Images can be copied to specific external
drives - Images can be copied to CDs - Images can be emailed to specific recipients - VidGrab can be set to take images automatically, at preset
times or lighting conditions (when no pictures are visible) - VidGrab can be set to take videos (time-lapse and count-down) of currently visible
images - VidGrab can be set to use a different image between preset times or lighting conditions (when no pictures are visible) - VidGrab uses
some of the "hidden" memory on your PC, and it's normally locked out, so you will not be able to prevent VidGrab from modifying it, or you
can prevent it from being "tr 6a5afdab4c
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VidGrab is video capture software which captures images from one or two Windows video sources, such as Webcams and digital cameras,
simultaneously. The images can be saved in JPG, GIF, PNG, BMP or WMF format with the compression adjustable from 0 to virtually 100%
(for JPGs) and simple brightness, contrast, colour-balance, sharpness and x1 - x3 'zoom' contols are provided for each image. Images can be
archived which can be viewed later, and have simple captions added, using a built in archive viewer. VidGrab can be configured to switch to
using an alternative image between preset times or lighting conditions. Features include: captures full resolution input with a single monitor
captures up to 16 simultaneous inputs (4 simultaneously from 8 input devices) output image gamma can be adjusted from 0.2 to 18.0 adjusts
colour balance in the capture adjustable brightness and contrast adjustable sharpness video effects such as darken, brighten, blur, sharpen etc
based on average or changeable lighting conditions based on sound level supported video types are VGA, sVideo, CGA, VGA16 and SVGA
maps sound to video supports webcams and digital cameras which take video input backgrounds images are supported simultaneous capture of
images from two devices supported supported video sources are webcams and digital cameras works on Windows 95, 98, ME, 2000, XP and
Vista Supports up to 16 video inputs using the latest Intel® HD Graphics support video capture for videos sources such as webcams and digital
cameras Multitrack video can be captured which allows VidGrab to use multiple video sources simultaneously Compatible with all video
standards Aspect ratio can be set captures most video formats H264 and MPEG4 compression is not captured Advanced Multiple 1:1 Capture
VidGrab can be configured to capture each output separately. You can define what output the video should be on. Multiple input support
VidGrab is support for capturing from multiple sources. VidGrab can capture from a variety of different input devices. Capture support
VidGrab supports multiple capture types. Up to 16 video sources can be combined in one capture. Webcam support Vid

What's New In VidGrab?
VidGrab can capture images from Webcams or digital cameras. It has the ability to capture up to two images at the same time, automatically or
by pressing a button. Images can be saved as standard JPG, GIF, PNG, BMP or WMF. VidGrab has the ability to adjust image brightness,
contrast, colour-balance, sharpness and zoom. Images can be archived so that they can be viewed later. Also included is the ability to save a
single image as an archive. Software Description: Topalica offers Total Control Video Monitoring. This means that you have the ability to
monitor a single or multiple cameras and receive email, SMS, and phone calls as well as access their live web browser from anywhere in the
world. You also have the ability to record your own videos. Total Control Video Monitoring Features: 1) View images from a single or multiple
cameras 2) View images from a single or multiple cameras as still images or as videos 3) Receive SMS, phone calls, and emails in real time 4)
Record videos of your own 5) View live web browser on your computer, tablet, smartphone or TV Software Features: View images from a single
or multiple cameras 1) One of Topalica's major strengths is that it allows you to view images from a single or multiple cameras at the same time.
You can keep an eye on multiple cameras with different views, or track cameras over time. 2) View images of a single or multiple cameras as
still images, just like you would when viewing a photo album. You can also choose to view images of your single or multiple cameras as videos,
and you can view videos back and forth between images or a video playback through a camera's time code 3) Receive SMS, phone calls, and
emails in real time 4) Monitor your cameras' web browsers so you can check their status and manage your cameras from anywhere in the world.
5) Record videos of your own and view them later View images from a single or multiple cameras as videos 1) With Topalica, you can view
images from a single or multiple cameras as videos. You can view images live or play them back in video form. 2) With Topalica, you can view
images of a single or multiple cameras as videos. You can view images back and forth between images or video playback through a camera's
time code. 3) With Topalica, you can view images of a single
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System Requirements:
Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q8400 RAM: 2 GB Hard Disk: 15 GB DirectX: DirectX 9.0c Internet: Broadband connection Before you proceed
to the installation, make sure you have all the pre-requisites. Below are some of them: iTunes 10.2 or later OS X 10.6 or later Adobe Photoshop
CS5 or later Xcode 4.0 Binary Stripper 2.8 or later Bin2
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